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Abstract: This paper contributes our overall research project on museum user experience (UX), and the purpose of the paper is to construct an appropriate framework for our current research project to support the researcher in presenting stories about how representative users experience the museum. From a methodological point of view, this study employed service design (SD) approach through a combination of two models/frameworks: the Gamification-based persona model “four types of players”, as well as the service process-based framework “pre-during-post”.
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1. Introduction

An important change in the museum over the past half century has been the adjustment from collections to serving the public. In particular, previous studies have shown that 80% of visitors spend time in museum for the aim of an experience. As the user-centric service design (SD) places great emphasis on personal experience, the SD methods can be used to investigate the experience and understand the needs of visitors. Specifically, SD aims to provide users or customers with experiences over time to improve their experiences. As for this study, two models/frameworks in SD will contribute the generation of a new framework for investigating museum user experience (UX).

2. Background

Cultural strength is an important component in the role of demonstrating comprehensive national strength. Further, the core motivation of a national culture is the museum, which can be regarded as the top of cultural pyramid (Zhou, 2016). Nevertheless, in attracting new visitors, museums still face challenges from competition in the nonprofits industry and the culture & leisure market. Although socio-economic has shifted from mass production to customization, non-profit organizations such as museums are still reluctant to adopt brand strategies. When it comes to brand awareness, its concept goes far beyond visual design. Brand identity refers to a series of conceptual connections or emotional responses, and it is a person's gut feeling about a product, service, or company (Garrett, 2011; Neumeier, 2005). According to Murphy (1988), the concept of branded things has been extended to the service. This means that services also need to be designed. In particular, at all stages of the design process, SD is highly concerned about the individual experience in their own context (Segelström, Raijmakers, & Holmlid, 2009). Subsequently, Camarero, Garrido, and Vicente (2010) concluded that repeating satisfactory experiences can be used as an criterion of the brand equity of cultural agencies in the future. Since user-centered SD is strongly concerned about individual experience, the consideration of museum user motivation is one of the highlights of this paper. Overall, in the past forty years, museums around the world have shifted their focus from “objects” to “people” (Shan & Mao, 2016), and museums have never stopped trying to help visitors get desirable experiences.
3. Purpose of this Study

The purpose of this paper is to construct a desirable framework for our current museum UX research project to support the entire project in presenting stories about how representative users experience the museum. So far, to be frankly, despite previous studies on UX, the method of assisting researchers in exploring museum UX is still traditional, and its effect is not good. It is hoped that this research will provide insights for museum practitioners and scholars so that they have a better understanding of how to explore the museum service experience, thereby helping to make better designs or research.

4. Persona Technique in Service Design (SD)

As mentioned early, user-centric SD is strongly focused on individual experience, the distinct motivations of museum users must be considered. As stated by Shen Maosheng that the first thing to do is to understand the composition of the museum visitors (Tian, 2018). Coincidentally, Falk and Dierking (2013) also made a similar statement: “it is important to understand who your visitors are and develop an interpretive plan will meet their needs and interests.” Further, according to many previous studies, the target of experience is based on the hypothesis that the experience is exactly related to the specific needs or interests of the user you created. These all provided rationalities for the launching of persona technique.

Persona typically refer to fictional personality, representing hypothetical user groups with common interests, common behavioral patterns, or demographic and geographic similarities (Stickdorn, Hormess, Lawrence, & Schneider, 2018; Law & Leicester, 2018). In contrast, traditional user persona strategies focus on only one character consistent with UX design. As an extension of UX, recent practice has emphasized the context that multiple roles may support SD (Law & Leicester, 2018). Accordingly, persona technique in SD is expected to solve the imperative bother of understanding the composition of museum visitors raised in previous literature (Tian, 2018).

On how to apply the technique of persona, Nielsen and Hansen (2014) draws on a large number of previous findings on persona from research to practice, and concluded most authors believe that personas should usually be generated at the beginning. They are based on field data such as surveys, user interviews, observations or combinations thereof. In addition, other authors point out that the touch point is a technique for understanding and jotting down personas’ experiences (Nielsen & Hansen, 2014; Touloum et al., 2017; Touloum, Idoughi, & Seffah, 2018; Stickdorn, Hormess, Lawrence, & Schneider, 2018).

In recent years, some studies stated that Gamification is a way to increase user engagement by adding game elements (Deterding et al., 2011; Zichermann & Cunningham, 2011; Hamari & Koivisto, 2015; Liu & Zaffwan, 2019). In particular, their propositions illustrate using game elements to help accomplish other things, that is, solve all non-game work problems in life through the use of frames from games. Zichermann and Cunningham (2011) proposed the origins of Gamification are the players. Accordingly, adhering to the philosophy of user-centric intrinsic motivation, Bartle (2004) drew on an extensive range of sources to identify four types of players: achievers (A), socializers (S), explorers (E), and killers (K) (we re-name killers as attackers). In brief, achievers want to book results, socializers want to collaborate, explorers desire to participate in breadth, they value the concept of Play and pay special attention to the Autonomy element; Achievers are looking for a feeling of accomplishment, they highly value the Competence (Mastery) needs; Attackers expect competition and conquest and value the Mastery element in SDT (Figure 1).
5. Service Process-based Framework “Pre-During-Post”

A great deal of previous research illustrate that the main challenge for researchers is to understand museum UX through on-site and online (ICOM, 2016; Ober-Heilig, Bekmeier-Feuerhahn, & Sikkenga, 2014; Neumeier, 2005; Kim, 2008). Meanwhile, in the field of museum branding, there is almost no systematic research using SD methods to explore UX by considering both on-site and online. With regard to the sustainable development of museums, although most of the studies focus on ‘During-visit’ (on-site), a few studies have recognized the critical role played by ‘Pre-visit’ and ‘Post-visit’ (online) (Falk & Dierking, 2013; Liu & Liu, 2017). Accordingly, this section highlights a “pre-during-post” framework based on service stages. Returning briefly to the subject of SD methods, many tools have been mentioned in previous literature: creating persona, journey maps, writing user stories, online ethnography, service safari, shadowing, diary research, context cards, and various forms of interviews. Despite various tools described above, they can be still organized throughout the service phases.

In customer SD theory, there is a large volume of published studies describing the three service phases (e.g., Qin, 2014). In this framework, specifically, service touch points can be divided into three stages: ‘Pre-Service’, ‘During Service’, and ‘Post-Service’, which may be managed by the collaboration of front and backstage. Accordingly, Falk and Dierking (2013), Liu and Liu (2017) in their study noted that the visitors’ experience of the museum is also ordered into three service stages: ‘Pre-visit’, ‘During-visit’, and ‘Post-visit’ (Figure 2). Falk and Dierking (2013) noted the museum experience begins before visiting the museum and continues long after visitors leave the museum. In other words, in addition to the ‘During-visit’ stage of the visitor in the physical museum, the audience experience away from the museum during ‘Pre-visit’ and ‘Post-visit’ phases is also part of the overall experience.

Figure 2. The “Pre-During-Post” framework

Figure 2. Framework of gamer psychology (Liu & Zaffwan, 2018)
6. A Framework for Museum Experience Investigation

By adopting the SD method, this study attempts to construct a framework to assist museums in providing stories about how representative users experience museums. In particular, this study will first identify gamified personas and then evaluate the online and offline services of the museum throughout ‘Pre-visit’, ‘During-visit’, and ‘Post-visit’. To clarify concepts and propose relationships among concepts, the framework for this exploratory study was established and proposed (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. A framework for museum experience investigation](image)

The conceptual framework above shows ideas for how to explore the museum. The research is mainly performed through two models/frameworks: the Gamification-based persona model “four types of players”, as well as the service process-based framework “pre-during-post”. Between them, the Gamification-based model is used to select personas, and the SD process-based model is associated with the three stages with touch points.

7. Discussion and Conclusion

This study has employed SD approach to create an innovative framework for our museum UX research project to help further understand users. Based on the understanding of SD methods, the entire research will investigate museum experience during the whole service stages: ‘Pre-visit’, ‘During-visit’, and ‘Post-visit’, with its research environment include both ‘physical’ and ‘virtual’. In particular, the highlights of this framework are that adopting of Gamification-based personas can facilitate the improvement of users’ engagement and increase the satisfaction of individuals, which is regarded the user-centric philosophy. Collectively, compared with those traditional methods, the findings obtained by the interdisciplinary method in this study have practical significance. Thereby, this study will hopefully provide insights to museum practitioners and scholars to have a better understanding of museum service UX so as to help develop a better design or research.
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